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From humble beginnings to the United States we know today The story of any nation tends to be long and typically full of growing pains that present as conflicts or wars. The formation of what we know today as the United States of America was no different. From her humble beginnings as a series of colonies to the world power that she is today, America is not without her controversies. While it seems impossible to include the history of an entire nation in one book, there is no doubt that certain events are pivotal enough to include as key event of America’s history. While this is not a complete history, the important ideas are met with thoughtful analysis, examining not only the event but the circumstances surrounding the event in a way that even the most novice historian can understand. In the colorful history of the United States there are examples of honor, of rebellion, and of mistakes. The best way to honor and learn from that history is to learn about that history. Through this book, you can do just that. Here’s just a few things you’ll learn about:\n\n- The Anarchy that may have sparked a revolution\n- The real deal on slavery and freedom\n- What happened when the market crashed\n- Events that will shape the history books of the next generation\n
"American History" will take you through a side of history that some novice historians may be unaware of and put you in a front row seat to the formation of our nation.
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Customer Reviews

The facts of the American history inside this book opened my mind as it shows the world’s most powerful nation was not really powerful from the very beginning but after having a roller-coaster bumpy rides of ups and downs it could reach at the pedestal today. This book is very detailed comparing other books on the same topics. This book includes in real incidents and brave steps taken by American people. I like to read and know more about the history of the nation and it inspires me to love my country.

This book is a good introduction to American history from its founding to the present formation. It discusses few remarkable facts related to American history in a strictly chronological manner and more thematically. It also creates greater interest to something that actually matters in history. The author has emphasized those historical topics that explain how our nation has come to be what it is at the present day. It certainly helps me to get a better understanding of American history.

It is a good reference book to the people who seek the exact happenings in the American History. It is very detailed information consisting of reliable facts on the Fundamental History, Early Influences, Life Changing Events, & Lasting Impact of Historical Figures. These American people who changed the course of history are remarkable for their accomplishments and they were born in ordinary circumstances and rose to prominence by their hard efforts and love. I would like to thank to their resourcefulness, personalities, and convictions, I am also proud of them. The author does a fantastic job revealing the truth. Would you like to know this history?

It's a great book includes in the facts of American history. This book shows that the world's mainly dominant nation is not actually dominant earlier. It is a matter of great interest to read about the history of America. Reading this book I've learned about most of the significant events in US history. I appreciate the author's writing style and a developed addition of few remarkable incidents because he made this history book very easy to understand and thrilling.
Being refreshed of the events and people that may somehow brought me to where I am now is an excellent experience. So many information there are in this book which attracted me more and I am learning a lot from it. The author enlisted the people who contributed in the American history and also what have they’d done. A great collection of historical incidents those played the most important role to grow America are mentioned here. This one is a good resource book to learn about American history. This book is definitely recommended.

History and people always attract me, specially related to American history that tells about the events of ups and downs of the world’s most powerful nation. Reading this book is like a great feeling to read something I was not known to. It shared more about the greatest people and the significant events that played a vital role to build up the world’s mainly dominant nation. I enjoyed the book very much.

This book tells not only about american history but also history of US. Who are new to the history of the USA can use it as a good quick history book. America is well known as a brave country according to evidenced by its history and great people. American people had to work hard to achieve what they have right now. Many events were took place in those days and this book is well enough to mention it after you. I would like to recommend this to my fellow american who are loyal to our country and love my country.

We all should watch out for real history of America. This book included in a lot of things those are never covered by the media. Many important and inspiring stories went behind those really made America, but donâ€™t come out yet. The American who changed the course of history are remarkable for their accomplishments, resourcefulness, personalities, and convictions. This book covered everything in details. The author did a fantastic job unleashing the truth about these great men and events.
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